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Featured news at KU







Our top featured stories





[image: Nisha Fernand, Amos Rapoport, Kapila Silva]

Mon, 04/08/2024
Disciples pay tribute to pioneer of human-centered architecture


[image: Aerial view of campanile at sunset]

Fri, 04/05/2024
Two KU juniors named 2024 Goldwater Scholars






[image: An image of a student raising his hand in class.]
Tue, 04/09/2024
KU leading project to bring coaching to teachers of math and science in special education

KU researchers are leading a project that brings video-assisted coaching techniques to math and science teachers in special education classes across the country.












KU in the News
MarketplaceApr 9, 2024
Solutions for local news deserts

The Kansas ReflectorApr 4, 2024
FBI director outlines threat of cyber attacks in speech at University of Kansas
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Other featured news




[image: Brazilian bee image]

Deforestation harms biodiversity of the Amazon’s perfume-loving orchid bees
A survey of orchid bees in the Brazilian Amazon state of Rondônia, carried out in the 1990s, is shedding new light the impact of deforestation on the scent-collecting pollinators, which some view as bellwethers of biodiversity in the neotropics.



[image: Top of Campanile]

KU Engineering professor wins NSF CAREER Award for water resources research
Research conducted by an assistant professor of civil, environmental & architectural engineering at the University of Kansas that examines how humans have and will affect natural water systems was awarded a five-year, $609,000 grant from the National Science Foundation.



[image: Eddie Moore at the piano]

Pianist Eddie Moore pursues a pure vision
A Kansas City musician and lecturer in the School of Music, Eddie Moore has released a new solo live recording, "Aperture."



[image: A photo illustration of a hand refusing a vaccine from a gloved hand of a medical provider.]

Study shows narrative conversion messages boost attitudes about COVID vaccinations among unvaccinated adults
Messages in which a hesitant person detailed their decision about getting vaccinated also reduced resistance to inoculation, KU research shows. The findings could guide future public health communications.





Research






Tue, 03/26/2024
Study finds clear instruction, parental support predict students' sense of school belonging

A new study from the University of Kansas has analyzed the roles classroom interaction and parental support play in school connectedness, finding clearly communicated instruction in class and support from parents are closely linked with belonging.

Mon, 03/18/2024
KU graduate students to present research to legislators, public at state Capitol

Legislators and the public will be able to hear from KU Lawrence and Medical Center graduate students about the potential public and economic effects of their research during the 21st annual Capitol Graduate Research Summit.





                                More Research
                            

[image: A photo illustration of a hand considering AI functions.]
Tue, 04/02/2024
Study: AI writing, illustration emits hundreds of times less carbon than humans

A KU legal scholar contributed to a study that found AI emitted hundreds of times less carbon than humans in the tasks of writing and illustrating. That does not mean they should replace humans, but their environmental impact and how the two can work together should be considered, researchers said.







More Research




Kansas Communities






Thu, 03/07/2024
KU research explores impact of adaptive exercise for people with disabilities in Kansas City region

KU Life Span Institute researcher Lyndsie Koon is leading three pilot projects assessing the effectiveness of HIFT to improve various health outcomes, including fall risk, metabolic health, strength, flexibility, quality of life, psychosocial health and more.

Tue, 02/20/2024
Lessons in population health from small-city Kansas

A new book from KU's dean of the School of Architecture & Design examines 36 small cities in Kansas for the correlation between their spatial planning and design and residents' lifestyle behaviors and health indicators.





                                More Kansas Communities
                            

[image: Remote field with patches of snow, groundwater equipment in the distance. Clear blue sky.]
Thu, 03/14/2024
Groundwater measurement results mixed in western, south-central Kansas

The KGS, based at the University of Kansas, and the Division of Water Resources of the Kansas Department of Agriculture measure water levels in about 1,400 wells every year to monitor the health of the High Plains aquifer and other aquifers in western and south-central Kansas.







More Kansas Communities




Economic Development






Thu, 03/14/2024
KU, FBI cybersecurity conference April 4 to include keynote from FBI Director Christopher Wray

An upcoming cybersecurity conference will bring together experts in the field from industry, workforce and research to KU. FBI Director Christopher Wray will be the first keynote speaker at 8:35 a.m.

Fri, 02/09/2024
University of Kansas renames Institute for Sustainable Engineering after The Wonderful Company

KU's Institute for Sustainable Engineering has a new name —Wonderful Institute for Sustainable Engineering-KU (WISE-KU). The naming builds on the university’s deep relationship with The Wonderful Company, a global agricultural company co-founded and led by Stewart and Lynda Resnick.





                                More Economic Development
                            

[image: Pair of scientists working in lab; supervised smiling children working with cookie cutters; individuals sitting in creek bed taking samples on partly cloudy day; medical professionals talking to seated patient with blood pressure cuff on her arm.]
Thu, 03/28/2024
KU research growth fuels Kansas economy, improves lives

Research expenditures spanning all KU campuses increased to $368.6 million in 2023, capping nearly a decade of steady expansion. Last year alone, externally funded research at KU supported the salaries of 4,372 people, and the university spent $78.9 million in 97 Kansas counties on research-related goods and services, according to a report from the Institute for Research on Innovation & Science.







More Economic Development




Student experience and achievement






Fri, 04/05/2024
Two KU juniors named 2024 Goldwater Scholars

Juniors Cecilia Paranjothi of Lawrence and Kaitlyn (Kit) Savoy of Olathe are the 78th and 79th KU undergraduates to be given a Goldwater scholarship since they first were awarded in 1989. Paranjothi is majoring in chemistry, and Savory is majoring in biological sciences and minoring in chemistry and theatre.

Thu, 04/04/2024
KJHK 90.7 wins 'Best in the Nation' at national conference

KJHK 90.7, the student-operated radio station at the University of Kansas, received top awards, including “Best in the Nation,” at the Intercollegiate Broadcast System conference. The conference gathers aspiring broadcasters and industry professionals from high schools and universities nationwide.





                                More Student Experience and Achievement
                            

[image: Jayhawk statue with Campanile in distance]
Tue, 04/09/2024
KU Debate finishes second at National Debate Tournament

KU Debate Team members Graham Revare, junior from Shawnee, and William Soper, senior from Bucyrus, took second place in the country at the 78th National Debate Tournament, held from April 4 to 9 at Emory University in Atlanta.







More Student Experience and Achievement




Campus news






Fri, 04/05/2024
Former NATO commander, leading experts to discuss the Russo-Ukrainian War’s global effects at KU Security Conference

Philip Breedlove, a retired U.S. Air Force general, will travel to Lawrence to deliver the keynote address for the 2024 KU Security Conference, “The Russo-Ukrainian War and Global Human Security.” The conference will take place April 10-11.

Mon, 04/01/2024
International Jayhawk Festival to celebrate KU’s global community

Celebrate and explore the diverse cultures and countries that make up the University of Kansas at the International Jayhawk Festival from 3 to 5 p.m. April 17 in the Burge Union. Representing cultures from around the world, the event includes information about KU’s 150-plus study abroad programs and more.





                                More Campus News
                            

[image: Spencer Museum of Art as seen in the fall.]
Tue, 04/09/2024
Spencer Museum to host event with the Rev. Wheeler Parker Jr., cousin of Emmett Till

The Spencer Museum of Art at the University of Kansas will host a public event with the Rev. Wheeler Parker Jr., cousin and childhood best friend of Emmett Till, in conjunction with the traveling exhibition “Emmett Till and Mamie Till-Mobley: Let the World See.” The event will take place at 6 p.m. April 24 at the Spencer Museum. Seating is limited; free tickets are required.







More Campus News




Latest news




[image: Brazilian bee image]

Deforestation harms biodiversity of the Amazon’s perfume-loving orchid bees
A survey of orchid bees in the Brazilian Amazon state of Rondônia, carried out in the 1990s, is shedding new light the impact of deforestation on the scent-collecting pollinators, which some view as bellwethers of biodiversity in the neotropics.



[image: Tulips in foreground, Campanile]

Junior Teresa Wright nominated for Beinecke Scholarship Program
KU has nominated a junior from Lawrence for the Beinecke Scholarship Program, which provides $30,000 to selected students for graduate study in the arts, humanities or social sciences. Teresa Wright is majoring in visual art education and minoring in the history of art.



[image: Hanif Abdurraqib, seated, arms folded on table.]

Essayist, poet, MacArthur Fellow Hanif Abdurraqib will give talk in Lawrence
Writer Hanif Abdurraqib will visit Lawrence as part of his current book tour for a talk at 7 p.m. April 16 at Liberty Hall. He will read from his latest book, “There’s Always This Year” (Random House, 2024).



[image: Elliott Harris]

Former UN official Elliott Harris to give the 2024 KU Self Graduate Fellowship Symposium Lecture
Elliott Harris, who previously served as the United Nations’ assistant secretary-general for economic development and chief economist, will present the 2024 Self Graduate Fellowship Symposium Lecture on April 19 at the University of Kansas.



View all news




About KU News


KU News Service informs the news media and the public of KU’s role as one of the nation’s leading research universities. Each day, KU News Service interacts with local, regional, and national media, to share KU’s experts, discoveries, contributions, and accomplishments.




Staff


Staff are responsible for producing KU Today and Inside KU. Connect with staff to learn more about a story, press coverage, or find an expert at KU.


Connect with KU News staff

Learn More



Experts guide


The University of Kansas is home to faculty members who are leaders in their fields and are eager to share their expertise with media outlets around the world. Our public affairs officers can help match reporters with faculty experts, including in the top


View the guide

Learn More



Media resources


The university has an extensive network of communications practitioners embedded in schools and units across KU. This network of KU Communicators is vital to ensuring different units are all speaking with a common voice.


Find resources

Learn More
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